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These words from INTERPLANETARY BEINGS published here were received by the Medialen Friedenskreis 

Berlin, a Christian/Spiritual community, during their many public séances. We are mainly dealing with fully-

automatic written messages, unconsciously received by two mediums well tested over time. These psychic messages 

are complete and they were left in their original form. The work of the two mediums began when they were 15 and 

respectively 17 years old. The total production of the MFK-Berlin (Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin), the Menetekel and 

the 21 transmissions from the space-brothers are considered the absolute pinnacle of psycho-scientific research. Other 

spiritual circles have often tried to copy the work of the MFK, but its quality was never achieved. The reproduction 

and distribution of these messages and protocols is explicitly encouraged and is not covered by any copyright! 

 

 

 

Preface by the publisher 

 

It is gratifying that once in a while people still step out of their shadows and publish their psycho-

scientific ideas and research results in spite of threatening revilement and ridicule. The psychically 

transmitted texts received by the Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin (Medialer Friedenskreis, Berlin) of 

over 4,500 A4 sized pages, are capable of decidedly changing our whole view of the world.  

 

The way the major churches and confessions have been unable to give people a plausible 

explanation to their anxious questions about life after death over thousands of years, the 

established sciences have also been unable up to now to answer the question in regards to possible 

intelligent life on other planets. Professor Dr. Walther Hinz, University of Göttingen, Germany, 

made a point when he said: “There is nothing between the atom on the one side and the billions of 

light-years distant solar systems on the other hand that man will not endeavour to investigate. But 

strange as it may seem: The sciences dither when it comes to taking the first step towards 

investigating the world of the invisible, the supernatural.”  

 

Caution in regards to assessing things is something we recommend to all and sundry these days. 

Only once the scientific mind breaks through the boundaries of the known can it get anywhere 

near to what is generally called COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS. 

 
Bad Salzuflen, November 1991   
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Preface (By Herbert Viktor Speer, leader of the MFK, Berlin) 

 

The Psycho-Scientific Research Community has been in contact with extraterrestrial astronauts for 

more than 10 years. These visitors do not come from interplanetary space, but from interstellar 

regions, from the star system called Alpha Centauri. – Journalists who have very little or no 

knowledge about the psycho-sciences are inclined to slander the most august. Ufology strives to 

say what it has to say in spite of these hostilities. Documented sightings of FLYING SAUCERS 

(UFOS) are at hand from all over the world. It is incomprehensible that faced with this enormous 

fact, publicists still dare to doubt or maliciously reject this fact. The world at large is in the mean 

time exposed to false information and intentional global misguidance. To serve the truth means to 

serve mankind, because it has a right to objective information.  

 

The psychic contacts of the Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin are world-renowned amongst experts. 

The objectivity of these publications is indisputable. This is the reason why the Psychic Peace 

Circle, Berlin has repeatedly been visited by specialists and experts. The reports of these contacts 

have already been translated and published in a number of the world’s major languages. These 

reports were also introduced to the highest of offices, like for instance the Vatican, the secretariat 

of the United Nations and the leaders and representatives of royal houses. Because of our good 

name, eminent international journals as well as TV corporations decided to introduce millions of 

readers and spectators through reports and television programs to this significant psychic work.  

 

What is psychic work, respectively spiritual contact? The Psycho-Scientific Research Community, 

dealing with the research and the clarification of psycho-scientific phenomena, tread the path of 

fully-automatic, psychic writing, something they perfected in the process. The mediums are still 

working and give of their time to the Psychic Peace Circle voluntarily, thereby providing a service 

to mankind without any cravings for recognition.       

 

Spiritual contact requires the concurrence of otherworldly GUIDES, CONTROLLING SPIRITS, a 

team in the here and now and a team in the hereafter. The team in the here and now is the Psychic 

Peace Circle consisting of well trained and tried co-workers. The otherworldly TEAM provides 

objective information. It places itself at the disposal of extraterrestrial astronauts in order to 

facilitate communication via automatic writing. In addition to this are supernatural dictations that 

are also part of spiritual communication opportunities.  

 

Inexperienced and also mostly ungodly wiseacres try to mislead mankind by relegating such 

contacts to the realm of fantasy. They assert with great impertinence that the sciences distance 

themselves from spiritual potentialities. They assert that there is no life after death and therefore 

also no communications like that.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle was repeatedly visited by scientists. Their attitude towards modern 

research into the hereafter is distinctively elucidated in a lecture given by Professor Dr. Walther 

Hinz, University of Göttingen. At a major lecture given at the Eidgenössischen Hochschule in 

Zurich he said: 

 
 “Dr. Emil Mattiesen’s basic works, published as a trilogy, scientifically verifies one’s personal survival 

after death.” 

 

This opinion is in the mean time also emphatically lobbied by other university professors. 

 

The horrific extent the world’s public is misinformed is deplorable. Even the major religions 
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hardly know anything about the truth that awaits every human being. The Soviet Russian Dialectic 

Materialism (DIAMAT), with its fatally flawed doctrine, also confuses people and robs them of 

the objectivity of their own contemplations. ASHTAR SHERAN, the universal WORLD 

TEACHER endowed with extraterrestrial intelligence, repeatedly pointed out all the many 

decisive mistakes.           

 

The journey to Alpha Centauri is hardly achievable from our technological point of view (about 

4.2 light-years distance from Earth). But this is due to the backwardness of our own development. 

The journey to Earth represents no problem for the SANTINER – as the extraterrestrials call 

themselves; via Terra is actually possible in a relatively short time. Because of its speed, mankind 

was terrified when the first trains were built. Compare a present day astronauts orbit around the 

Earth to the snail’s tempo of those trains? Those that are masters of these things have no problems 

with it. The SANTINER are masters of more than we will ever apprehend.  

 

A lot of people that unfortunately deal with the UFO problem do not have the slightest 

qualification for performing this task. Their fantasy is enormous and this causes immense damage 

to this subject matter. We experienced this first hand, namely that television producers want to 

screen reports even though they do not have the slightest idea what these events are all about. 

What results from this can never be the objective truth, but it is lauded as such in these television 

programs just the same.  

 

How can we verify that our UFO-CONTACTS are credible? We have been intensively 

researching the WORLD of SPIRIT for over 15 years, that is to say, looking for evidence of 

people’s survival after their demise. The results gained psychically up to now fill more than 4,000 

printed pages. The spirit GUIDANCE, that is to say, the otherworldly TEACHERS who inform us 

and answer us during our séances, awesomely proved themselves during that time. We have not 

come across one single case of mystification by our spirit HELPERS during the last 10 years. 

These HELPERS continue to verify the genuineness of our extraterrestrial contacts. They support 

our endeavours to communicate with extraterrestrial, who call themselves SANTINER in our 

language, any way they can. Their mental capacity surpasses the intelligence quotient of the 

medium and the circle participants.  

 

We were severely attacked a number of years ago, because we asserted that there are no 

Venusians. Our assertion has now been confirmed, because a probe sent to Venus measured 

analogous temperatures. According to our earlier statements, these beings stem from a moveable, 

extraterrestrial space station. As one of these is in the vicinity of Venus, such a mistake can 

naturally be made. We neither call the extraterrestrials “Martians” nor “Venusians”, we call them 

SANTINER.       

 

The extraterrestrial impartations we received so far are excellent and reverberated throughout the 

world. Most political leaders do not wish to be indoctrinated, neither from a terrestrial nor from an 

extraterrestrial source. We cannot be guided by them so we try to maintain contact to these human 

beings in the successfully tried and tested way we have up to now.  

 

We recommend that all sceptics make an effort to read the Bible. One finds a very good 

description of flying objects we call “UFOS” these days in Ezekiel. The Bible has verified visits 

by extraterrestrial people for thousands of years. The path to Earth, Via Terra, does not take place 

according to our calculations and speculations, but according to the potentialities of the 

SANTINER, because they are way ahead of us in every respect. Their flying speed has nothing to 

do with the speed of light; it surpasses our powers of imagination. The way they communicate 
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with us is also not depending on radio waves, because their spiritual development places other 

means into their hands. We can at least utilise two of these means.  

 

When assessing extraterrestrial spaceships one applies the thesis that the boundaries of what’s 

possible coincide with the knowledge and technology here on Earth. But this is a great mistake, 

because human races on other planets can have completely different insights in respect to the 

sciences and technology. We certainly do not believe that mankind on Earth can determine or 

know these boundaries. One may however also not believe all the nonsense presented in regards to 

extraterrestrial spaceships.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN is the commander of the UFO FLOTILLA and a UNIVERSAL TEACHER 

at the same time, a modern MESSIAH. The things ASHTAR SHERAN transmitted up to now are 

certainly logical and inviolable. The fact that his expositions are not acknowledged enough around 

the world mainly lays in the fact that ASHTAR SHERAN corrects religions. All Churches balk at 

this reformation. ASHTAR SHERAN identifies our situation with felicitous words. Amongst 

other things he said:  

 
“If I had to assess terrestrial mankind’s grade of development I would begin with your wars and their 

effects and the level of development of its weapons. I would have to call all of these things inhuman and 

ungodly. This conclusion in regards to the overall development of terrestrial mankind represents the 

truth. The very thought of applying technology’s highest achievements to plan and use to commit 

genocide is insane and it clearly defines the backwardness of this planet.”  

 

Those that doubt the survival of the soul after death will also find it difficult to believe in the 

communication with extraterrestrial people. The fact that we can excellently communicate with 

so-called spirits has been scientifically verified. The same also applies to communicating with 

extraterrestrials. It is a crying shame that the general public hear so little about these important 

things and that the corresponding truths are ridiculed by incapable, atheistically minded journalists 

and students. I experienced this first hand, namely that the chief editor of an eminent newspaper 

did not have the slightest knowledge about international spiritualism, even though this denotation 

means doctrine of reality and activity of the spirit according to the dictionary. Professor Dr. 

Walther Hinz, University of Göttingen felicitously said:  

 
 “Between the atom on one side and a universe measured in billions of light-years on the other, there is 

nothing human beings will not investigate. How curious is it then that: The sciences hesitate to take one 

step towards investigating the world of the invisible and the supernatural.”  

 

We began this task, because it has to be done as mankind is ever more exposed to fatal dangers. 

The difference is that the sciences receive enormous amounts of remunerations for their research 

whilst the private initiative misses out completely. This however does not change the result. The 

result alone is important and it should be acknowledged and respected by the populace. ASHTAR 

SHERAN deserves eminent respect and recognition, because all of us can avoid arduous detours if 

we listen to the words of those that are way ahead of us. If we do not do this, we are truly an 

arrogant and ignorant human race.            

 

Today’s world affairs are mainly determined by the major publications like newspapers, radio and 

television. But most reporters employed to relate their stories are unfortunately not up to the task 

of performing their important assignments.  They lack personal experience or in-depth, special 

knowledge. The vocation of a reporter therefore certainly doesn’t guarantee the truth. These 

people are moreover pre-encumbered by their studies and this only gives them a uniform and very 

materialistic guide in regards to their contemplations and assessments.  
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The Soviet Union is generally regarded a very materialistically aligned society and one hardly 

expects a comment from it in regards to supernatural or unexplained phenomena. The Soviets have 

up to now doggedly disputed the existence of UFOS, well even ridiculed it. But this has now 

dramatically changed. Under the leadership of Major General Stolarow, a research committee is 

engaged in trying to explain the phenomena of UFO sightings. UFOS are actually sighted all over 

the world and when it comes to the Soviet Union, they do not make an exception. UFOS were 

sighted over the Caucasus Mountains, over Stawropol and way beyond the Arctic Circle near 

Dikson.  

 

The largest radio telescopes on Earth endeavour to receive extraterrestrial signals. One expects to 

receive messages from another human race – but no significant breakthrough has been achieved. 

This however doesn’t mean that no messages from other human races reach us! These types of 

massages are received in all countries, but unfortunately not taken serious. A lot of so-called 

“genuine” messages have admittedly been falsified, but some genuine messages do remain. 

 

The SANTINER – as they call themselves – probably adopted this appellation from our 

vocabulary. They thereby express that they are AMBASSADORS of a sacred MISSION. The 

words ASHTAR SHERAN stand at the forefront of all such types of published messages and they 

gained worldwide attention.  

 

Never before has mankind heard the kind of indoctrinations the UNIVERSAL TEACHER 

ASHTAR SHERAN transmits to us. A UNIVERSAL RELIGION is developing here for us on 

Earth that connotes our deliverance out of all our difficulties. The existing religions, particularly 

the major, mighty religions, will naturally fend against it, because their doctrines and dogmas will 

then become null and void. ASHTAR SHERAN mentioned that there can only be one religion 

throughout the universe, namely the OBJECTIVE TRUTH, one that all human beings can trust in.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN proceeds step by step and adapts to our present level of development; he does 

not reach too far into the future. One would have regarded ASHTAR SHERAN incredible utopia 

years ago, but the rapid progress of science and technology places our spirit into a situation to 

correctly understand the seemingly impossible. The successes of our technology have however 

made our experts supercilious and arrogant. The reality is that particularly planet Earth is still far 

behind in its development. If we had better insights into human life on other planets, we would 

feel deeply ashamed.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN does not utilise radio waves, but the universal potentialities of various 

spiritual possibilities. That we are not dealing with a uniquely single event here is verified by the 

fact that extraterrestrial messages specifically reach spiritually experienced work circles and 

séances. But not all human receiver stations will be lucky enough to make contact with the 

eminent WORLD TEACHER and LEADER of the MISSION, ASHTAR SHERAN.  

 

Our friendship with ASHTAR SHERAN goes back to 1956. We always had a least a number of 

contacts every year since. The things we learned are enormous! His words gained more and more 

poignancy over the years. Looking back we find that ASHTAR SHERAN told the truth, because 

events on this planet have completely verified his predictions. This makes the guilt of those in 

responsible positions enormous.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN understands many of the world’s major languages, amongst them he 

understand German very good. He expresses himself very intelligibly, even though he emphasises 
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that our languages are inadequate to express other things he would also like tell us.  

 

Extraterrestrial reception is more difficult than one assumes. Extraterrestrial contact is an 

enormous achievement by spiritual forces. This connection is supervised and supported by 

MESSENGERS of LIGHT from GOD’S REALM, the hereafter.  

 

The things we were unable to have sufficiently explained by ASHTAR, we were able to 

compliment through our spiritual séances whose devotional atmosphere could hardly be imagined 

by anyone. The truth is the foundation of the work we do. Our long term readers verify this.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Terra Terribilis 
 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Peace across all frontiers! 

 

This is your friend ASHTAR SHERAN speaking. We know that our messages do not find 

worldwide dissemination like for instance your Bible. But the truth has always had a hard time to 

establish itself on this planet. 

 

Question: You welcome us as friends. Many leading personalities on our Earth think that you are 

our enemies. Therefore friend and enemy confront one another.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We know what a terrible place Terra is, a Terra Terribilis. This is the real 

reason why we show on interest in you. Your spiritual backwardness does not harmonise with 

your technological and scientific development and this is where the abhorrent danger lies for all of 

you and for an extended region of the universe.  

 

All of us would have reasons to think of you as our enemy, but our own development does not 

allow this. We feel beholden to the CREATOR OF EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS and we hence 

fulfil a service HE cannot do HIMSELF. In one way we are therefore GOD’S extended hand.  

 

Question: Almost all UFO experts in governing circles do not want to hear the words “GOD” or 

“MISSION”. One simply regards you as astronauts from another star system. Your paramount 

technology amazes us. Why don’t you land in such a way, that people will stand in queues in order 

to convince themselves of your extraterrestrial existence.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN:  This has something to do with the dangers we would expose ourselves to. 

Your bellicose attitude and your armament technology prevent all direct contact with those 

amongst you that are of pertinence. This was completely different a few thousand years ago. We 

had nothing to fear in regards to the people on Earth. Our ancestors, whose incarnations we 

represent  ̧were respected like Gods, even though we were not Gods. A larger spaceship was able 

to land on Mount Sinai. It is different these days, such a landing would trigger a global panic and 

this would not help you at all.  

 

Question: Does communicating with you in German somehow create problems? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: No, I do have good command of this language and do not need an 

interpreter, as is sometimes the case. But I do have to admit that I am sometimes hindered from 

giving you explanations that are very, very important, because I can in no way describe it in your 
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words. This is why I use the word “Terribilis”, because the word “abominable” is inadequate to 

tell you just how abhorrent your world’s situation really is.  

 

I pointed out numerous forthcoming catastrophes to you during the past years. I explained to you 

how irresponsible you deal with your own existence and with your home planet. It was all in vain, 

because the announced catastrophes have happened and many, many people lost their life. There 

is no end to this adversity.             

 

Question: Your threats are not taken serious; one thinks that they are pure inventions. 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We do not threaten you, but only warn you. I allow myself a personal 

criticism every now and then.  

 

Objection: That’s the point! We, the people on Earth do not tolerate criticism, even if it came 

from GOD. Most people generally do not believe in your existence and even less so in your sacred 

mission. It has been impossible to verify your existence to a degree where there are no more 

doubts. The main reason for this is that you play some kind of hide and seek game with us. We 

receive a lot of replies from interested readers with all kinds of suggestions about what you would 

have to do in order to convince terrestrial mankind, for instance mass flyovers of Vatican City are 

amongst the suggestions; also demonstrating your powers are mentioned. But the real reason why 

one does not acknowledge you is your technological superiority. The sciences know the distances 

between stars, they are counted in light-years. As you allegedly come from a different solar 

system, the sciences cannot accept that such trips are possible – ergo you do not exist! Even if you 

were to travel at the speed of light or with a hyper-drive, for instance with co-called tachyons, the 

distances involved are still too great.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I know that you are very interested in our travel technology. It isn’t really 

my mission to give you lessons about this technology, but I will make an exception and give you a 

short explanation of the energies and means we utilise to conquer such distances relatively fast. I 

cannot explain it in detail, because they are too difficult and comprehensive, besides the linguistic 

understanding is lacking. This requires a technical vocabulary. I must however draw your 

attention to the fact that my explanations must seem monstrously fantastic, even though they are 

true. Our scientific insights go way, way beyond, but this doesn’t make us arrogant in any way.      

 

Humility is the only key to progress.  

 

I mentioned this once before, namely that there are various forms of existence for living your life. 

There are therefore worlds that escape your perceptions. Such a form of existence, with fauna and 

flora, is for instance the REALM of the HEREAFTER human beings go to after their exit from a 

terrestrial, material life. Almost all of mankind doubts the objectivity of this truth. I therefore ask 

myself, of what use are your religions and your Churches?  

 

Next to the so-called HEREAFTER are further forms of existence with fauna and flora, namely 

the ANTI-WORLD. This form of existence provides us with the enormous velocities required and 

within interstellar space; they are ten times faster than the speed of light.  

 

Question: It is therefore true that you are occult?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: No, because “occult” is not the right denotation. Our technology is neither 

occult to us nor to you. It is a force that is on hand and you will also get to feel it. All we do have 
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is a different condition that you might explain as being “semi-physical”. The word occult will 

only lead to misunderstandings. You say for instance that ghosts, respectively your departed are 

“occult”, even though you have hundred of thousands of books and magazines containing people’s 

experiences in this sector. Such a cache of knowledge can therefore never be “occult”. You would 

never entertain the thought that electricity could be “occult”, even though you cannot explain it 

scientifically. You also talk about gravity, but you do not say that it is “occult”, even though it is 

also completely inexplicable to you.  

 

Question: You must however admit that the behaviourism of your flying objects give us a 

supernatural, respectively occult impression. UFOS appear like magic and disappear just as 

suddenly or they are not captured on radar, even when pilots report seeing them. All of this is so 

mysterious that psychologists assert over again that UFOS are figments of psychopath’s 

imagination. How can one explain this mystery?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We are naturally dealing with a very difficult scientific field of knowledge 

here; one you had no inkling of at all up to now. I will however endeavour to explain parts of it to 

you: Your sciences cling too much to physical facts. Only a visible and measurable universe exists 

for them. This is a natural-scientific mistake, because next to the visible universe there is also an 

opposing, invisible universe, ergo an opposite polarity. This anti-universe is in its formation and 

structure similar to the physical universe, because it contains almost the same life forms. The 

creatures living in the anti-world – there are also human races living there – cannot perceive you, 

at least not without very complicated measuring instruments.  

 

The anti-universe may however not be confused with the SPIRITUAL REALM, because the 

SPIRITUAL REALM is one of GOD’S spheres, an intermediate station situated between physical 

incarnations, one that is also responsible for JURISDICTION. This is also where reward, 

equalisation and penance take place. Evil also has its domicile there.          

 

The anti-universe, I say anti-worlds, combined with the physical worlds, constitute a unit. Certain 

interrelations take place between these two major creations. Therefore two enormous magnetic 

polarities of inconceivable energy exist. You would call these energies “positive” and “negative”. 

These two polarised energies produce what you call gravity. The distance between stars is not 

determined by their own gravity, for instance M x m, but by the gravity constants of the physical 

and the anti-physical worlds. (The existence of anti-matter was actually experimentally verified.) 

 

I mentioned the existence of the anti-world before. One assumed that we could travel through 

space by cleverly utilising electromagnetic fields. This is incorrect! We utilised the charged 

environments of the gravitational differences between the two. You must imagine that these two 

universes mutually repel one another, because they are of a different polarity 

 

And now to the fantastic side of our propulsion capabilities! We do not utilise nuclear energy or an 

electronic system. We only deploy the polarities of these universes, that is to say, we have an 

apparatus that makes it possible for us to switch, respectively reverse the polarity of a spaceship to 

that of the anti-world. The moment this reversal of polarity takes place, our flying object, with 

everything in it, disappears from physical observation. No radar instrument will then be able to 

trace it. This flying object is then repelled by physical matter. The spaceship is flung away from 

physical matter at an incredible and every increasing speed. The term “speed” can not really be 

used anymore; it increases like something in free-fall and cannot be compared with the speed of 

light whatsoever. It now depends specifically on regulating and controlling the course it takes. We 

use light particles to accomplish this process.  
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Because we are thousands of years ahead of you, such constructions are still beyond your 

comprehension. Besides, you prevent your own progress through your evil wars.  

         

Question: Why are so-called UFOS shaped like a saucer? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We are dealing with a spherically shaped housing. A disk is attached to this 

sphere and it surface can be polarised on top and underneath. Anti-gravity develops on the 

underside of this disk and this is nothing else but the reversal of polarity to that of the anti-world. 

The force of this reversal of polarity can be regulated. When one of our spaceships leaves the 

physical environment, it turns into an apparition of light to eventually disappear completely from 

physical sight. The same applies in reverse. The switchover to anti-matter is utilised for 

interstellar journeys. But we also have an additional energy source we can utilise for interstellar 

travel. To use your words: “hyper-drive through tachyons”. Either of those propulsion systems can 

be stabilised.  

 

Question: How can you possibly undertake a change of direction under these incredible speeds?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I know that one also doubts this fact. We must appear unbelievable. Is 

simply suffices to tip the saucer slightly in order to bring about an immediate change of direction. 

 

Question: Is it really true that your spaceships possess their own force fields? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Yes, that’s correct, because we require a protective shield against the 

friction cause by the atmosphere, but also against the pressure of water.  

 

Question: I still can’t comprehend all of this: I cannot see you. As far as I’m concerned, you are a 

kind of “ghost”. Can you see me whilst we converse with one another?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I can see you, but I am in a dematerialised state and therefore not 

discernable.  

 

Objection: This is also one of things the average human being cannot understand. Is there a 

plausible explanation for this?    

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: The most simplest of answer is naturally that we are thousands of years 

ahead of you. The dematerialisation within the spaceship happens with the help of technology. 

The body remains in the UFO in a semi-dematerialised state, whilst the ASTRAL BODY, 

something every human being has, goes travelling. This process must actually seem occult to you. 

 

Question: Do you have something in common with ANGELS? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We are not ANGELS, but people from a planet, we are however 

supernaturally highly developed. The spirit towers over matter and this applies to the material and 

the anti-material world. Man’s spirit is a part of GOD (created in HIS image), ergo god-like, the 

difference being that EVIL has an influence on it.  

 

Question: You are called “cherubs” in the Bible, that is to say, akin to ANGELS of LOVE.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: You can omit the word “ANGEL”, but we do actually serve LOVE. Only 

LOVE leads us to you, because we worry about your future, but particularly about your spiritual 
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development. Spiritual darkness unfortunately reigns on your planet. Craving for power and 

egotism suppress the most eminent insights, insights that make living worth while in the first 

place. To see you trapped in this way is incredible painful for us to watch.  

 

Question: Even though your flying saucers are sighted all over the world, one still tries to deny 

this fact. What can we do to verify your extraterrestrial existence to this world of ours?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We can understand this rejection. The speeds we are dealing with are 

incomprehensible to you. This is why you assume that you must be dealing with a different kind 

of phenomenon, for instance a phantom of your fantasy. This is particularly true when our 

spaceships make a sudden appearance, to then gradual fade away in order to completely disappear. 

– We will impart a great secret to you. With the help of our explanations you will be able to 

demonstrate to the world that our endeavours on behalf of Terra are to be taken very serious.  

 

Question: Can you give us further explanations? We assume that large sections of the sciences 

and technology would be very interested in these impartations.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: One will assume to begin with that these messages are inventions, because 

one can unfortunately also not imagine that such transmissions could take place. The low psycho-

scientific level on this planet prevents the greatest of insights that we could impart to you, if 

genuine co-operation between us could take place. We have been endeavouring to do this for ages 

– and we are in constant contact with many other humanities on other planets. But all of these 

other associations are of a harmonious nature.  

 

Terra unfortunately makes an exception. This is particularly regrettable, because this human race 

is in the process of developing its own astronautics. All other humanities we’re in contact with 

already successfully travel in space. These humanities form a COSMIC COUNCIL which is 

responsible in regards to all questions of development, harmony and peace. The findings of this 

amalgamation are binding for all its members. But its assessment of Terra’s development is: 

terribilis.  Our path leads to Terra, because we cannot sit idly by and watch everything to continue 

as it presently does without doing something about it.  

 

You are now able to comprehend how we master these distances. The limits you place on speeds 

are absolutely wrong. Thoughts alone are actually the fastest that exists in the universe. 

 

You placed limits on the human existence that do not exist at all. As far as you are concerned, 

human beings only exist between the time they are born and the day they die. To create enormous 

universes for such a short time span would be the most ludicrous thing one can imagine. Human 

beings lived for eons and will continue to live after eons and will pass through countless levels of 

development.  

 

What is important for you to know is that each of you will go to a different SPHERE of 

EXISTENCE, respectively different DIMENSION, fully conscious. Heaven and hell have 

however been ridiculed by your twisted Church religions and are therefore completely incredulous 

in the eyes of those with a logical mind into the bargain. Heaven and hell are however factual – 

even if in a different form than you imagine.  

 

We know that religions on your Terra have the power to lead people into perdition. Ignorance in 

regards to all supernatural and extraterrestrial things is a dangerous brutishness. You cannot use 

the excuse that you never heard the truth. We, the SANTINER endeavoured for millennia to give 
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you a corresponding indoctrination, but we were never taken serious, not even on Mount Sinai. 

Even if the “GOD” of your making had talked to you personally, you would have affronted and 

gibed HIM.   

 

I know that these informative contacts are extremely difficult. No “normal” human being can 

imagine this very difficult way of communicating. The difficulties exist on both sides. But this 

important way of communicating between the humanities of two planets could be improved day 

by day. This however requires the co-operation of scientific and political institutions that have to, 

above all, show a lot more understanding for psychic work. It is simply incredible that mankind’s 

best instruments (mediums) are discriminated against – and also ridiculed and persecuted for the 

sacred service they provide mankind with. They must work very hard to stay alive, accomplish 

more than anybody else and they are not remunerated for their GREAT SERVICE to mankind at 

all. We can only show utter contempt for such behaviourism.   

 

Question: Everybody places great importance in external presentations. Your indoctrinations lack 

the glittering packaging required. This has been mentioned, namely that we do not disseminate 

your messages though an adorned book edition. It is not possible for us do this because of 

financial restraints. Moreover, publishers are less interested in the truth; they are rather more 

interested in profits. How do you see this problem?    

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Spreading our messages is not part of our mission. I am however of the 

opinion that the way they are spread is completely irrelevant for as long as the TRUTH actually 

gets told. You do the best you can, I appreciate this. Other institutions ought to deal with 

improving these editions. These people have however allowed themselves to be influenced by a 

horde of defeatists. They do not quite believe that we exist; they rather believe all explanations 

coming from journalists, scientists and psychologists. They tell themselves that: UFOS that 

behave so mysteriously cannot exist – they must at any rate be ascribed to mass-hysteria.  

 

I tell you with emphasis: We are physically real! We are technically and scientifically superior to 

you. We master distances and speeds. We change from one universe to another from time to time. 

You observe this changeover but you can’t deal with these apparitions, because your knowledge is 

inadequate. The so-called “Miracle of Fatima” astonished you. But you didn’t get to the bottom 

of it, because you lacked major insights. You used these extraterrestrial miracles to bolster your 

religions, because these miracles fitted so excellently into your affairs.  

 

The reality looks entirely different.  

 

Oh, you have such a long way to go! – Only your attempts at space travel put us now in a position 

to have to tell you more details about all these false explanations. 

 

A sensation 
 

Circle leader: Due to the fact that the distances between the stars always played the greatest role 

in all UFO discussions, we regard your explanations concerning the matter a sensation of 

enormous proportions. This opens a Pandora’s Box of insights. We are therefore eternally grateful 

to you. The Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin has been an exponential receiver station for very 

important truths for a long time. We do however ask you in this particular case for the best 

possible explanations, because our opportunities to make further enquiries are probably few.  
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ASHTAR SHERAN: With the help of your language, I will try to tell you what’s really 

important. We are very interested in finally being correctly understood. We assume that if your 

scientists make a bit of an effort, they will now be able to comprehend what I am about to tell you. 

A lot of words and concepts usually at our disposal are unfortunately lacking, because they are not 

part of your vocabulary or your basic knowledge.   

 

To begin with: The disk shape of extraterrestrial spaceships has its purpose. The broad, discus-

shaped edge of UFOS is designed for stellar journeys between nearby planets. Reversing the 

energy polarity is switching from mater to anti-matter. These two matters do not tolerate one 

another, they repel one another.1  

 

The reversal of the polarity of a UFO to anti-matter in itself releases an unimaginable magnetic 

force; a flying object in the vicinity of Earth is flung away from Earth with enormous force. This 

force carries the UFO into space. All extraterrestrial spaceships, no matter of what type, also have 

different propulsion systems and they work with this force according to demand.  

 

Interstellar journeys are only undertaken with large mother-ships. Their size is beyond the 

imagination of your concepts. These ships carry a series of saucers on board that are used for 

stellar travel. They always return to their mother-ship. Their own power-source is hardly required 

– at least not for propulsion purposes, because it only happens due to the magnetic forces of the 

two forms of matter that are either “positively” or “negatively” polarised. A spaceship does 

however require additional energies for its steering aggregates – particularly near planets.  

 

This makes it obvious that the actual act of propulsion saves energy, because the spaceship is 

externally grasped by enormous energies. A spaceship is carried along like a ship without its own 

energy source is carried along by the wind. In one word: We “sail” through space with the help of 

enormous energies.  

 

The reversal of polarity from matter to anti-matter and vice versa takes place as follows: The 

slightest shift of polarity already sets the spaceship in motion. The more powerful the reversal of 

polarity takes place, the more invisible the spaceship becomes. It already suffices in a lot of 

instances to change to polarity of the electro-magnetic field around the spaceship. The reversal of 

polarity when in contact with solid physical matter can however turn out to be quite dangerous for 

us. 

 

Circle leader: This explanation is sensationally important for us, as psychologists assumed that 

they were dealing with a hysterical obsessive idea, respectively a hallucination, because of the 

way sighted UFOS can become invisible. 

 

Question: Do your spaceships retain their physical properties after a change of polarity?    

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: There is no doubt about this at all; they gradually turn semi-material and 

end up in another material state. This is also the reason why our disks are sometimes seen as 

spheres. The edge of the UFO always changes first and the inner sphere is affected only later. To 

keep such a spaceship at moderate, respectively slow speed is not really desirable.  

 

Objection: But UFOS have also been observed standing completely still.  

 

 
1 We ascertained that this explanation in itself suffices to unmistakably refute the mistakes of the Soviet Russian Dialectic Materialism (DIAMAT). 
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ASHTAR SHERAN: A UFO never actually stands still, even if it may seem so to you. The UFO 

constantly moves parallel to the planets rotation an all cases.  

 

A giant mother-ship usually stays well away from physical matter. Its construction takes place in 

space. Its start also does not take place from a planet, but also from space. Its start from a physical 

planet could throw this planet out of its orbit. Its surface is extremely large and it is magnetically 

influenced. The size of the surface gives the mother-ship an incredibly enormous impulsion. – 

These are things none of you have the slightest inkling of. The reality surpasses the imagination of 

any utopian.  

 

Question: Does the start of a mother-ship require a “runway” if it starts from space?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: A mother-ship can naturally also start from a planet; the risk of a rotational 

change of the planet’s rotation is however great, because enormous streams of energy are released. 

Such a stream of energy restrains the mother-ship to begin with, so that it is able to start slowly.2  

   

Question: A mother-ship hovered closely over the ground on Mount Sinai when the legislation 

was handed over. Why did they dare to take that risk then? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: As your Bible reports, a large area around the landing site had to be roped 

off. It states there: “Those that cross this boundary will die.” 

 

Question: Does Earth’s gravity have anything to do with the magnetic force of the anti-universe? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: The two universes partially control the distances between the stars. Anti-

gravity naturally develops when a reversal of polarity takes place.  

 

Question: Geologists ascertained that there are rock formations at a number of locations around 

the world that used to have a different polarity. Does this conclusion have anything to do with 

spaceships? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This is beyond our knowledge. It can however not be ruled out that these 

rock formations were influenced; because take-offs and landings can also produce radioactive 

radiation. The face of Moses was burned in the process.  

 

Question: Can a mother-ship also travel under its own steam? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: When a start takes place, the whole ship, which has the shape of a cigar, 

must be switched to anti-matter. The moment this happens, the ship is flung into space with 

incredible force and speed. But we sometimes switch to the ships own power source when the 

maximum speed is not required. We utilise particles that are smaller than photons to achieve the 

recoil and this puts the ship into hyper-drive that surpasses the speed of light. 

 

Something strange takes place during the reversal of polarity of the spaceship to anti-matter: The 

reversal of polarity may not take place suddenly, because the ship’s crew would suffer from it. The 

reversal of polarity therefore takes place in increments. This is the reason for the accompanying 

light effects.  
Comment: This phenomenon was specifically mentioned by tens of thousands of witnesses in the Report from Fatima. 

See protocol “Messengers of the future”. 

 
2 We unfortunately omitted to ask about the kind of runway used. We will do so later, when we once again have contact. 
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The space travellers experience a change of colours of the stars during the process and a 

completely different universe gradually appears. The suns and planets of the known universe 

disappear and the heavenly bodies of the anti-universe come into view.  

 

An interstellar spaceship appears to you in the form of a column of fire, but its outer surface is 

transparent. The enormous forces caused by a reversal of polarity release energies and currents of 

gravity that parted the sea, arrested the flow of the river Jordan and can trigger earthquakes. An 

interstellar spaceship can destroy a city like New York at the blink of an eye. This is however not 

meant as a threat, but only a description of its power. We can also not be fired at. 

 

Question: Oval disks were observed from time to time. Are we dealing here with mother-ships 

that came close to the Earth?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: No, these are disks with polarised rims. Seen from a certain perspective 

they seem to appear oval. A reversal of polarity close to Earth may only take a fraction of a second 

to avoid endangering planet Earth.  

 

Question: Our Earth is supposed to have rotated in the opposite direction in the past. Is this 

reversal of rotation in connection with a large mother-ship? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: A large mother-ship is kilometres long and it can give planet Earth such a 

twist. This was however not caused by a spaceship in your case; it was a case of a falsely arranged 

force-field around your Terra.        

 

Question: Is the runway in space of a physical nature? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: No. Such a large spaceship naturally produces an enormous recoil when it 

starts. This is why an electromagnetic runway was constructed in space to deal with the recoil.  

 

Question: Did the SANTINER construct these spaceships from within their own intelligence?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We, the SANTINER, experimented a lot. Experiments often lead to the 

most astonishing results. We did however also receive spiritual support from the spheres of the 

SPIRITUAL REALM. A lot of your inventions also stem from the same SOURCE. But the really 

important inventions and potentialities still remain withheld from you, because you do not have 

the maturity for them, as your wars and your political and religious mistakes bear witness to. You 

could certainly have progressed a lot more with a little good will.  

 

Question: A particle of anti-matter was produced in a particle accelerator, but only for a fraction 

of a second. Some however assert that the amalgamation of matter with anti-matter could result in 

a catastrophe. This could result in the complete annihilation (nihil) of everything. Is this correct? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: These two types of matter may not be amalgamated by force. This would 

result in a catastrophe. But a complete annihilation (nihil) will not be the result, only partial chaos.  

 

Question: What happens to the crew when the polarity of a spaceship is reversed? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN:  When the polarity of a spaceship is reversed, the crew’s polarity is also 

reversed; because apart from the spirit, it also exists of matter. This state is necessary in order to 

bridge vast distances. But it sufficed to change the polarity of the force-field to simply observe 
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planet Earth. You would also not perceive a gradual change in polarity. All that would change for 

you would be the environment.  

 

Question: Does EVIL also have its regions and dominions in the anti-world?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: EVIL is represented everywhere, that is to say, it can gain a foothold 

wherever the motivation to accept it exists. We, the SANTINER, managed to almost conquer 

EVIL completely. Little lies and character flaws still exist within the various populations, but 

crime is a thing of the past.   

 

Question: Does EVIL only depend on human beings?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: EVIL also exists outside the human existence. EVIL in particular forces 

mankind into a situation it cannot cope with. Its spiritual development is still too backward to 

successfully deal with this. This is why we want to help you.  

 

Question: What can we do to overcome this backwardness? What do we lack to conquer EVIL?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: You lack steadfastness. You can observe this with alcohol and tobacco. But 

above everything else, you lack absolute trust in God. Steadfastness however finds help from the 

DIVINE HIERARCHY.  

 

Question: Most people hold the opinion that steadfastness causes them forfeitures. What is your 

opinion in regards to this? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Yes, we are aware of this. But such forfeitures can only be of a temporary 

nature, because the advantages later on are much, much greater.   

 

Question: Can extraterrestrial space travellers still see our physical matter during their journeys? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN:  No, not when they are a different polarity. But they can reverse polarity at 

any time in order to orientate themselves and they then see the stars of your universe again.  

 

Question: Our publication has the title of “Via Terra”, that is to say, "The way to Earth". Can you 

please tell us the major motive for undertaking such journeys to Earth?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Preparation towards a UNIVERSAL FAITH in GOD with the inclusion of 

UNIVERSAL LEGISLATION.  

 

Question: Do the SANTINER have a schedule they adhere to in regards to their mission?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Yes, that’s correct, certain stages are envisioned. One of them was the 

handing over on Terra of the COMMANDMENTS on Mount Sinai. Planet Earth held very little 

interest for us in those days, actually no more than many other planets. But the Earth has of late 

turned into a universal problem.       

 

Question: Is the anti-universe very different from our universe? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: No, it exhibits a great similarity. This universe here is naturally also our 

own actual domicile. We are only interested in the forces that are involved in our world. The anti-
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world is a different dimension. A closer look reveals that this dimension is also three-dimensional. 

 

Question: When the SANTINER undertake sojourns to another universe, are these expeditions 

connected with assignments or missions?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: No, this isn’t the case. We are dealing with pure curiosity here – well I 

should rather say inquisitiveness and thirst for knowledge.  

 

Question: The things we heard so far are sensational. We are going to publish these contact 

protocols. How do you think the general public will react to them?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: The existence of anti-matter has already been scientifically verified and 

this will help you with gaining great insights. Lectures on the subject have already been given. I 

certainly hope that my expositions will lead to greater contemplations. It is said for instance that 

stars exist that practically shouldn’t exist at all. – At any rate, you are dealing with a new subject 

within the major sciences.      

 

Anti-matter is something completely natural and the same applies to oppositely polarised matter. 

The law of relativity applies here. It is just a case of perspective. One universe doesn’t necessarily 

exist for the other and vice versa, but both of them exist just the same. It is just a deception. These 

two universes constitute two enormous magnetic poles.  

 

In Aeternum (For all the time to come) 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I have quite often pointed out the eternal existence of human life to you. I 

don’t mean the human flesh and blood existence, but the spiritual existence of man. Man is a part 

of the universe, a perpetual particle of GOD.  

 

We gave the fact that there is no peaceful coexistence on Terra a lot of thought. The reason for this 

can be found in the level of spiritual development on TERRA. We are convinced that terrestrial 

man is incapable of pursuing any thought to its end. Terrestrial man always overlooks the final 

consequences. This is why his plans take a course he cannot pre-calculate. Things are attempted 

that would be better left alone. One also thinks too superficially in high politics and in diplomacy.  

 

The relays within the terrestrial human brain are affected by inertia. A large part of the brain lays 

completely neglected. It is very important to look far ahead. You are incapable of such 

projections. The moment your thoughts reach a certain point, they stop even though all important 

things still remain uncomprehended.  

 

A correct training of thoughts would have to be exercised from an early age. This is the reason 

why most people on Earth find it impossible to grasp the things that lay beyond their demise, the 

things that await them after they die. You regard all extended thought processes as abstract. But 

abstract thoughts are often more important than concrete thoughts.  

 

You must get used to the fact that your consciousness is immortal. One’s past memories might be 

veiled during one’s terrestrial existence, but these memories are never completely extinguished. 

The moment human beings release their spirit from physical matter, they will remember things 

from thousands of years ago.   
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Objection: The Dialectic Materialism asserts that the human consciousness is tied to the physical 

body. 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: To list all its mistakes would fill a whole lexicon. Consciousness is not tied 

to physical matter whatsoever; it exists free within the cosmos. Only an illusion gives people a 

feeling that their consciousness is inside their head. When a lunar probe sends pictures via a 

satellite down to Earth so that these appear on a television screen, nobody will insist that these 

pictures are situated inside the television set. This is one example of the mentioned illusion.  

 

Even though consciousness can have an expansion of millions of miles, the end-effect is still 

within the body. This however means that the end-effect can also be in a spirit body or in an anti-

matter body. Consciousness requires an instrument, but this instrument does not necessarily have 

to be made of flesh and blood. When a human being dies, consciousness does not die with it, even 

though the brain ceases to function. It is the brain’s assignment to exactly adhere to the individual 

FREQUENCY of one’s consciousness. The slightest shift within this FREQUENCY has dire 

consequences, consequences one calls “insanity”. The brain is not there to think, only to 

CONTROL the FREQUENCY.  

 

Comment: The fact that eminent scientists ignore or completely negate the crushing evidence in 

regards to the survival of the human soul is quite incomprehensible. The already quoted Professor 

Walther Hinz from the University of Göttingen had this to say: “All observations indicate that 

human beings discard their physical body when they die to then enter the WORLD of the 

HEREAFTER with a soul-body one might call spirit-ego. Humanity’s religions proclaimed this 

right from the beginning.”  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We SANTINER observe this planet over again. Most of the things that take 

place here are incomprehensible. Not only ignorance and aberrations reign here, but also capital 

crimes of superlative proportions. Terrestrial human beings, blinded by their technological 

advancements, predominantly believe the things the major media, like for instance the press, radio 

and television, broadcast. The natural sciences balk at the greatest insights and truths, because its 

representatives fearfully capitulate when faced with an extraterrestrial system of justice. Whatever 

looks like accountability and restitution can surely not be true! Falsely interpreted scientific 

accomplishments lead to analogies that spoil a whole human race. What we SANTINER feel 

about this situation cannot be sufficiently expressed in your words.        

  

Our messages must suffice to talk to your conscience. You do however not believe that we exist 

and therefore also not in the extraterrestrial origin of these admonitions. The evidence of our actual 

existence flies over your planet on a daily basis. But incapably and falsely instructed 

psychologists, having elevated atheism to a religion, refer absolute facts to the realm of fantasy 

and hallucination. Who can proof to me that I am wrong?  

 

• Nations one withholds the truth from are governed through lies.  

• Capital crimes are declared “heroic heroism”.  

• Dirty tricks are called “diplomacy”.  

• Brutality is regarded as “necessity”. 

• Racial hatred is evaluated as “civilisation”. 

• Religions are turned into “fanaticisms”. 

• GOD is gibed and creation ascribed to blind coincidence. 

• The masses are subdued by keeping them ignorant.  
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• Individuals arrogantly elevate themselves above the rest and live like parasites on the labours 

of the populace. 

 

Who can tell me that the opposite is true? If the general public would give things more thought, a 

lot of things could be different. But the general population is much too disinterested to give this 

some thought. Governing bodies know instinctively what they have to do gain and keep an 

advantage. These usurping personalities decorate themselves with medals and sashes, spruce 

themselves up like peacocks and meet one another to drink alcohol and to eat fatty meals. GOD 

does not exist to them, because HE is neither visible nor does HE pummel them with HIS fists. 

They know all too well that the barrel is overflowing, but this doesn’t affect their conscience, 

because their conscience suffered a university death. Their studies robbed them of the last 

remnants of faith and of all positive thought processes. This is the objective truth! But the worlds 

populace can unfortunately not think that clearly; it remains stuck in a situation that was created 

by those “in charge”!    

 

Indifferentism 
 

ASHTAR SHERAN: The leaders talk, but the people remain silent. 

 

This Terra is blanketed by an indifferentism, languidness and indecision we cannot comprehend. 

The interest of the masses is guided, but not in a positive direction. On the contrary, the population 

on Earth is distracted – it has sand strewn into its eyes. One develops and promotes different fields 

of interest so that the broader public is lopsidedly influenced. Criticism therefore only touches 

upon the processes that take place in public, it does however not see behind the façade or what’s 

planned and developed in secret. We possess better potentialities of observation than you. We see 

what takes place on this planet and we see how people behave. A dishonourable game is played 

here. 

 

Question: Can you describe this to us in more detail? As you said yourself, we do not have the 

same potentialities of observation. 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Hand the average citizen a good psycho-scientific book to read. He will not 

read it and he will also not go to the trouble of trying to understand it. Hand this same citizen a 

thriller – as you call them – his interest will immediately awaken, even if the book deals with out 

and out lies and crimes. People’s most important characteristics, their interests, are guided towards 

untrue and negative things. Sex and nakedness are desecrated. Youth is allowed free reins. The 

proliferation of vices is condoned and due to acquisitiveness, supported.  

 

This Terra is covered by a waft of putrefaction and decay.  

 

All political denominations try to make people believe that they have the recipe to save the world. 

All who think along different lines are branded enemies. Indecisiveness and indifference 

increasingly endanger the cohabitation between nations. Everything suffers from this 

indifferentism. This is the only way governing bodies are able to maintain their grasp. Mankind is 

aware that everything is rotten and about to fall apart. One is aware that fatal epidemics lurk like 

ghosts behind every human being. But one amuses oneself with sex, alcohol and the billowing 

smoke of poisonous vices. But the most terrible, the demise of mankind is allowed to continue. 

One shows no interest in the things that lead to self-realisation. An impetus towards the positive, 

goodness, morals and humanness is lacking.     
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What do you think we SANTINER understand the term of “humanness” to mean? – Human 

beings are the most intelligent beings throughout the universe. They are also found in all 

SPIRITUAL SPHERES of the anti-universe. But intelligence, coupled with will, must be focused 

on the right target, namely on higher development. It is not a case of one single human being 

rising from the masses to develop higher and increase his or her humaneness as a self-taught 

individual. It depends on the masses, the whole human race of a planet; because every human 

being eventually treads the same path to REGIONS and SPHERES awaiting their arrival. People 

must join the community and the colour of their skin is irrelevant.  

 

Any animosity towards another human being is a mistake! 

 

We truly would have reason enough to regard you our sworn enemies. Your ungodliness, your 

blasphemies, your crimes against the sacredness of life would suffice to justify this animosity. We 

however no longer occupy such a low level of development. We already conquered this low level 

within our own development. We became more humane; we developed our spirit through 

improved thought processes. Our interest in you is a kind of foreign aid to an underdeveloped 

planet. We offer you our indoctrinations.  

 

Think about the things we already dared to do for this planet! A highly developed human race sent 

astronauts and missionaries across distances counted in light-years in order to bring you 

information about GOD and your truthful existence. But instead of showing gratitude, all you 

managed to do is to show contempt towards all our endeavours since the time of Moses. To make 

matters worse, your philosophers impudently assert that their teachers conceived or invented all 

handed down laws. This is the thanks we get for undertaking these enormous journeys designed to 

bring you instructions, because we did not receive or take anything in return from you. The 

Decalogue (Ten Commandments) stems from the religion of all the brotherly united planets that 

communally gained higher insights.  

 

What I have to tell you is of incredible importance. I give you insights into the universe’s greatest 

secrets, into the domains of the divine HIERARCHY. My words can not be compared to the 

manipulated messages from Fatima whatsoever, because technology and science have progressed. 

I also have better mediums at my disposal. Children cannot absorb such transmissions, because 

they require a good intellect. We are no longer interested in using an unusable instrument just to 

proof that an unusable instrument is also capable of revealing divine intelligence.  

 

Terra is in danger! We no longer have time for questionable experiments. This danger will be 

proportionally greater tomorrow.  

 

Question: We know that we can unfortunately not turn to any of the major, influential Churches.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We are messengers of the divine HIERARCHY, even though all religions 

balk at this assessment. One thinks that it’s appropriate to stick with the Bible in regards to 

anything to do with GOD, but one rejects the fact that the divine HIERARCHY actually comes to 

you.  

 

Objection: The Bible gradually loses its pertinence and it will be replaced by science.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Your Bible consists of collected accounts and some of them are explained 

as divine inspirations. You must however consider that the people that wrote these accounts were 

scientifically and technologically very uneducated and inexperienced. All the things that could not 
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be explained were called divine miracles.       

 

What do you think one would have reported if a jetliner of the type Comet had landed in 

Jerusalem? – Well, the Israelites had to observe how an extraterrestrial spaceship descended from 

the sky! This represented an incredible miracle to them and this meant to them that only GOD 

could possibly be inside it. Let’s assume that the Moon is inhabited by an underdeveloped people. 

What do you think the people there would feel if terrestrial astronauts would land there? One 

would without doubt regard them as Gods.  

 

You regard the LEGISLATION, the DECALOGUE to be unbelievable. But this is a mistake, 

because it gains credibility once the truth has been recognised, namely that it was transmitted by 

the SANTINER with the help of a spaceship.  

 

Question: Why don’t these types of landings take place these days? You could surely bring us 

your messages in a similar fashion.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This is easier said than done. Past experiences taught us this. The Israelites 

already entertained the thought then of how bodacious it would be if “dear God” would fight on 

the side of the warring parties. “Dear God” should pound their enemies into the ground. This 

theme repeated itself over again. Wherever another supremacy arrived on the scene, even if it 

came from space, one always wanted to engage it in the service of inhuman activities.  

 

Where do you think the myths of gods obtained their subject matter? – The SANTINER were 

always the ones that were regarded as such. Those fiery objects, those mystical “wheels” 

appearing in the sky, were allegedly “heavenly chariots” utilised by the “gods”. This is why “god-

religions” were declared state-religions – and woe to those that dared to doubt this. Well, 

Christendom has a hard time of it, because our spaceships allegedly verified the opposite. All 

major armed for war nations cast their covetous eyes on our technology. One would dearly like to 

capture a saucer in order to study and to copy it. One no longer believes in gods these days.  

 

Question: Explanations given by scientists are accepted as the truth by the majority of people. 

This trust in their infallibility is incomprehensible. The average citizen has no opportunity to 

verify all of it. How do you see this problem?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Your sciences are too engaged in terrestrial matters. One only shows an 

interest in life between one’s birth and one’s demise; everything that exists before one’s birth or 

after one’s death finds little interest. It is just a case of directing the interests of authoritative 

scientists toward a field of knowledge that possesses far greater categories and secrets than 

everything terrestrial combined.        

 

Question: Does this mean that the psycho-sciences should be paid more attention to?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Yes, but no intentional perversions may be introduced. It is generally 

known that one tries over again to ascribe all phenomenal performances to the human 

subconscious. For as long as human beings are insufficiently informed about their own mental 

capabilities and performance of their consciousness, they are absolutely not entitled to blame parts 

of consciousness for spiritual feats. This is actually the easiest way out. – One also deals with 

GOD in this way. One blames GOD for everything, whether good or evil, even thou there is not 

one single human being on Earth who knows GOD well enough to dare making such a judgment.  
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Question: There are a lot of people who virtually dread the idea that there could be life after 

death. What do you say to this? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: One great danger consists in the fact that civilised people do not know the 

difference between belief and superstition. These people profess to be modern and enlightened, 

that is to say, very wise. The reality is that ignorance, backwardness and dullness hardly ever hides 

anywhere else but behind the questionable concept of being “modern”. We continuously marvel at 

your “modern” points of view and their associated results. To be modern has absolutely nothing to 

do with positive progress. You even talk about modern warfare, about modern bestialities.  

 

Objection: We believe that most people on Earth detest all wars. People are force to go to war.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN:  That’s correct. But the broader masses of terrestrial humanity should dare 

to do something, namely promote HIGHER INSIGHTS, so that the powerful on Earth have to 

respect them. Hardly anything happens in this respect. The masses ignore HIGHER INSIGHTS 

just as much as the powerful on Terra. This situation could be entirely different. The deeper 

terrestrial people delve into otherworldly mysteries - and they can do so – the more they find out 

about themselves, namely that they have to bear responsibility for everything they do. This would 

then put a stop to all beastly human activities. 

 

Question: How can we promote such an endeavour?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: For instance, all those that resign from the Church should emphatically 

declare that the Churches irresponsibly and out of dogmatic egotism ignore the truth. – This 

would be one suggestion.       

 

 
A serious admonition 
 

Question: A lot of people are currently leaving the Church. How do you assess this situation?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I know that one does not like to associate us with religious apparitions. 

Religions are virtually proscribed in leading circles. I can however not assert that any one of the 

existing religions has the wherewithal to bestow salvation, respectively possesses the objective 

truth. But the Christians Churches do possess a part of the facts; the Jewish religion also contains 

parts of the genuine truth. This is why I cannot condone the act of leaving the Church. The faithful 

must however be more responsible and more critical. They must put perceptible pressure on 

Church authorities and energetically demand that the Churches discard their dogmas and deal 

more intimately with today’s truth – and not the pseudo-truths of the past. 

 

We furnish you with an example of a genuine revelation!  

 

One cannot leave a boat on the high-seas just because it has a few holes, one must endeavour with 

all of one’s might to plug these holes. This important and lifesaving task it not just the captains 

duty, but everyone in the boat has to fulfil this task with the best of will and to the best of their 

abilities. Your Churches have these dangerous holes in them and we endeavour to teach you how 

these holes can be plugged. All of you have a right of co-determination when it comes to the noble 

life of your souls within the divine universe. Therefore do not allow yourselves to be suppressed. 

Spiritual contacts and spiritual phenomena are a part of your terrestrial experience.  
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Most people unfortunately have no idea what RELIGION actually means. Most priests are also 

not excluded from this. RELIGION is not a pastime, no hobby, no nonsense, no superstition, no 

backwardness and not a business. RELIGION is a very serious affair, respectively a divine BASIC 

LAW for all human beings, no matter whether their skin colour is white, brown or black. There 

are no exceptions! Every human being born into this world is beholden to RELIGION; that is to 

say, to the TRUTH and the LAW. Those that know this BASIC LAW have the sacred duty to 

explain it to those next to them.  

 

Past millennia have clearly shown that priests and evangelists have not been able to correctly 

instruct mankind. RELIGION is not a playground for dreamers or fanatics. RELIGION is not a 

battlefield. RELIGION is life’s foundation for every human being. Not just the simplest of peasant 

or worker is beholden to RELIGION, but all human beings right up to princes and presidents of 

nations. But especially responsible leaders, the one the populace looks up to, those that are 

suppose to serve as archetypes, the one’s one expects smarter and more logical  thoughts from, are 

the greatest failures in regards to the most important sector of the human existence. They were 

introduced to a doctrine that is absurd and preposterous to nature. They recognised this 

incredibility – they condemned it, but nobody was ever able to cleanse religion, to rectify it. The 

result is a global catastrophe of mal-developments. We turn to all responsibly minded people. 

Please help us to divert this global catastrophe away from you!      

 

You make the great mistake of not wanting to accept the things you cannot comprehend. GOD, the 

CREATOR is incomprehensible to us also. This however doesn’t hinder us from accepting HIM, 

because universes are so large and complicated, so polymorphic and full of ingenuity, 

meaningfully ordered and bodacious that with all the logic one can muster, there can be no other 

explanation for their existence than that we’re dealing with an intangible, ingenious act of PRE-

PLANNING. 

 

The PLANNER possesses the enormous power to give life to the things HE wants to give life to.  

 

The sciences look for evidence. Even if the sciences were successful in tracing and explaining the 

birth of human life right back to its origin, it wouldn’t change the fact that finding the smallest of 

molecules, the minutest of x-particle, would reveal the presence of the GREAT PLANNER. But 

GOD is not a human being. Those that assume GOD in a human form or see HIM in connection 

with a human being will never be able to discard their doubts and their mistaken ideas. We have a 

point of reference here that is anchored in the Bible that can lead you into a labyrinth of false 

concepts.  

 
 (Genesis, Chapter 1, Verse 27: So God created human beings, making them to be like himself. He 

created them male and female…) 

 

I would like to emphasise here that this passage in the Bible – like many more – was not given to 

Moses by us. I can not tell you how this text managed to sneak in. But it is unimaginably 

nonsensical. A megalomaniacal priest must have had a hand in this. Not one single human being 

exists that could be compared with GOD in any approximate way.  

 

Question: There are religious circles that hold the opinion that GOD incarnated in JESUS. Can 

you confirm this?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This clearly indicates that people take notice of the texts in the Bible 

(Genesis 1:27). They can only imagine GOD as a human being. But because GOD cannot make a 
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visible appearance, HE creates a likeness. This likeness should be as viable as possible and it 

should do positive things for mankind. People therefore find in CHRIST a convenient object. 

 

GOD didn’t create human beings exclusively for this Terra. GOD also created us – and we live on 

a different planet. There is also a myriad of other planets where flesh and blood human beings live. 

They would therefore have to have a GOD all to themselves. This is nonsense! The origin of man 

certainly goes back beyond the time when the first creatures appeared on Terra. I assume that the 

origin of life goes back millions of years.  

 

But GOD didn’t create likenesses, but beings endowed with enough rationality to feel joy at the 

sight of all of creation. Human beings certainly have the beautiful gift of being able to contemplate 

creation, well they can utilise it, improve it and expand upon it. The similarity between people and 

GOD consists in the urge to be creatively active.  

 

It is therefore not the appearance, but only the consciousness that is god-like.  

 

It is quite possible that Moses was instructed in this way during his 40 days stay on board an 

extraterrestrial spaceship. But it is also a fact that due to the mental incapability of Moses, this 

doctrine ended up garbled.        

 

Question: A lot of people interested in UFOS hold the view that “Flying Saucers” only made an 

appearance after World War II. The prophet Ezekiel however reported very elaborately about them 

to biblical times. It can therefore never be post-war or angst psychosis.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This is correct, because Terra was already being visited by us at biblical 

times. Terrestrial mankind was even then already maleficent and inhumane. The case of Sodom 

and Gomorrah explicitly verifies this. The description in the book of Ezekiel absolutely 

corresponds with present day observations.  

 
 (Ezekiel, Chapter 1, Verse 22: Above the heads of the creatures there was something that looked like a 

dome made of dazzling crystal.) 

 

Question: It was reported that the beings that came with the spaceships had wings. When they 

spread their wings they flew upward. What kind of wings are we dealing with here? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: The SANTINER, called Cherubs in the Bible, wore little aerofoils on their 

outfits. When these aerofoils were spread, anti-gravity was created under these foils. This enabled 

the SANTINER to float up to the spaceship. If such a spaceship would actually land on the 

ground, it would encounter eminently greater difficulties when taking off, because a certain gap 

must be kept between the ship and the ground. – The presence of flying apparatuses, the floating 

and the shimmering light spread by the ship made people think that our forefathers were GOD’S 

ANGELS. This is of course also a biblical error.  

 

A higher intelligence 
 

Question: We have great trust in what you say. Almost all that read your words were impressed 

by them. One is however surprised that you cannot talk to us via our radio networks.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I thank you for the trust you show me. I am aware of your worries. We 

naturally also took this option into consideration. Our ways of communicating however took 
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different directions. We did undertake such trials just the same. But we know from experience that 

radio transmissions from our spaceships are not taken serious. One thinks that they are 

falsifications produce by amateurs. Besides, our side utilises a far better method, namely 

communication via telepathy; because there is no hindrance and no spatial limitation and besides, 

it is the fastest that we actually know of.  

 

Objection: There is still a certain amount of scepticism in regards to telepathy. 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We developed a technical aid for our thoughts transferences, an amplifier, 

respectively a guiding beam that directs thoughts into a specific direction. Think of your laser 

beams. There are still lots of potentialities for progress. But all of this requires a higher 

intelligence. We therefore trained our consciousness systematically. Our brain has managed to 

largely adapt to this consciousness. There are no more gaps within our brains. Our whole brain is 

totally engaged, the so-called second half also. Consequently, telepathy also plays an eminent role. 

This is why we utilise it in all communications between you and us.  

 
(Comment: We also undertake research into telepathy. Professor Hans Bender, Parapsychological Institute 

Freiburg/Breisgau assertively emphasised during a telecast that extrasensory perceptions are scientifically proven. 

Telepathy is also part of this.  

These kinds of experiments are also carried out in the USA and in the Soviet Union with great emphasis. Telepathic 

transmissions across a distance of 1,700 Km were realised. These types of tests were also undertaken from submarines 

and satellites. Telepathy penetrates all types of physical matter and also electronically isolated zones.) 

 

Question: Is there a possibility that we will be able to build flying objects in the future that are of 

similar design to UFOS?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I think that this is completely unlikely in the near future. Using rocket fuel 

makes the load too heavy. Using photon technology (light particles) only allows stellar trips. 

Space research will naturally bring new discoveries and new inventions with it on a continuous 

basis. It cannot be precluded that one will eventually also discover the secrets of the anti-universe. 

Technically engaging the enormous energies of the two universes, respectively propelling 

spaceships with them is still in the distant future for you. The possibility that we might help you in 

this respect could certainly be on the cards, but we would have to be absolutely convinced that you 

would utilise such inventions to benefit and not to the detriment of mankind. The way things look 

at the moment, you are still far from being allowed to use these energies. Destructive energies still 

rule your world and you still sympathise with death.  

 

Question: Teleportation, that is to say, transference to another location has been hinted at a 

number of times. Even SPIRIT GUIDES from the OTHER WORLD used these words. Can we 

take it as a given that teleportation is used by extraterrestrials?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We have a different word for it. But we are certainly dealing with the 

instant transference to another location. This so-called “teleportation” is the process that was quite 

often called dematerialisation.   

 

Question: One asserts that teleportation is the result of mental powers. Is this correct? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Yes, one can also travel along this path. But in regards to our spaceships, 

we are dealing with strictly technical processes. The thing that shocks your sciences is the fact that 

living human beings can disappear and reappear without suffering any damage in the process. 
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Question: Do you have an explanation for the fact that human beings are not adversely affected 

by it?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: The answer can be simply formulated: Because there is the body and there 

is the soul and these two things are different from one another. The law of molecular construction 

is far from being abrogated when the body is in a dematerialised state. As far as the soul is 

concerned, it is simply inviolable anyway. Teleportation can take place without causing the 

slightest damage, because this interesting process takes place within a millionth of a second. Due 

to this incredible speed the body has no opportunity to suffer any damage. The suffering of 

physical damage requires relatively more time.    

 

Question: Our scientists and technicians are of the opinion that mankind on Earth reached a high 

rate of intelligence in this respect. We made enormous progress over the last 50 years. How do 

you assess this development?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Yes, I have to admit that you achieved a lot. But one can never equate the 

overall achievements with that of an individual when assessing intelligence. This is unfortunately 

the decisive mistake you make. The grade of intelligence of individual people on Earth is still very 

minimal from our point of view. Even when I look at an electronics engineer who designs 

computers, I find that we’re dealing in all cases with experts with lopsided, run-off-the-mill 

knowledge. However in other fields of knowledge or in regards to human being’s higher 

development, they can be virtually the greatest failures. A Nobel Price Laureate might rightfully 

deserve his title, respectively deserve to be honoured in this way, but could still have a terrible 

character. We often find these people working in the armament industry or in political life. I do 

however not want to define individual personalities. You know some of them.  

 

Question: We undoubtedly acknowledge that in regards to higher knowledge, you are far superior 

to us. How is it possible that some of your individual personalities possess such comprehensive 

erudition in all fields of knowledge?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: We often experienced periods of all time lows on our planet. We did 

however recognise in time that progressive development is only possible when one acknowledges 

an ingenious CREATOR and his HIERARCHY. This insight takes a lot of the wind out of the 

sails of the negative. But the exact opposite is the case with you; this is why you should not be 

surprised when you get stuck in many blind alleys from whence there is no escape. The 

dissemination of ignorance in regards to life after death in itself leads a lot of things along false 

tracks. In addition to this is the constantly deteriorating state of health of all terrestrial human 

beings. Man’s genetic inheritance is damaged through and through. I have mentioned this before. 

We improved our general state of health and prolonged our lifespan in the process. We live much, 

much longer than you and this alone allows us to do a lot more for our spiritual maturity. Hygiene 

alone is not enough and sport can also not arrest the general deterioration of the public’s health.  

 

Question: What is most obvious in your eyes?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Every one of you can see this every second of the day. Smoking is a vice 

that has spread all over the world. An incredible industry contaminates the whole terrestrial human 

race. We are not dealing with enjoyment here, but with a deadly, creeping poison with a great 

effectiveness. Such a development would be unthinkable on our planet. You have statistic 

materials telling you the extent of the problem.      
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Tobacco poisons the nerves and the blood vessels, disintegrates cells and offers mutations and 

maldevelopment many opportunities. But tobacco also lames the will, retards the brain’s functions 

and leads to lability in regards to all decisions making processes. The situation is even worse when 

alcohol abuse enters the equation. However, those that are completely enervated and consumed by 

these vices like to be in charge of things.    

 

We can only shake our heads when we see pedagogues support and condone this misfeasance at 

schools. Such decisions can only come from ethically and morally derailed people. One cannot 

tolerate a poison of such proportions! This has nothing to do with pedagogic; this is akin to 

inflicting homicide and physical harm by those entrusted with educating others.   

 

Question: Tobacco came from North American Indians. Did these Indians already suffer health 

problems from abusing tobacco? They lived an outdoors lifestyle and were also very able-bodied.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Your Indians didn’t actually use tobacco as a recreational drug; they only 

used it as a peace symbol. It was only smoked in a peace pipe in a symbolic act, one puff to 

indicate conciliation. The Europeans however turned all forms of tobacco into a general vice. State 

and industry these days fight over the revenues from this terrible endemic disease.  

 
(Extract from a Brockhaus Conversation Lexicon: “Intemperate use of tobacco products can result in a series of 

pathological grievances like gastritis, palpitation, trepidation and hypochondriac disgruntlement, sleeplessness and 

general nervous prostration, well even result in progressive palsy and blindness. Cancers in particular develop from 

intemperate smoking or from chewing of tobacco.) 

 

Question: You are correct, because contemporary mankind is very well aware of the dangers of 

nicotine. Nevertheless, most amongst the human race are not impressed by these facts.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: You can clearly recognise terrestrial mankind’s inability for logic and 

correct willpower here. It also conspicuously shows that intelligence is nibbed in the bud. Your 

leaders, having adopted responsibilities on your behalf, are no exception; they display their vices 

openly in public. Does it therefore come as a surprise that your world situation is exposed to such 

dangers? How can somebody who doesn’t respect and spare their own soul show a spark of feeling 

and responsibility for their fellow men? – One’s fellow men are however counted in the hundreds 

of millions so of what significance is one single human being? Smoking, it matters not whether 

we’re dealing with one drag on a cigarette or the smoking habits of an entire nation, well the 

smoking and the declining health of a whole human race, are the worst kind of capital crime.     

 

You can now recognise from this that one tolerates the worst of crimes by kowtowing to and 

supporting profit seeking industries. The same happens with wars, they are consciously staged for 

profits and they destroy and bring calamities to whole nations. One succumbs to the pressures 

applied by industries; one actually supports crimes. The people, well actually all the nations on 

Terra do not want to shed blood. But people without power are not asked. One decides over their 

life and existence on their behalf. You can count yourselves lucky that one cannot dispose over 

your soul as well, namely that one cannot not kill it too. But your religions, your priests express 

this desire when they say that when your opinions degenerate to criticising religion you are 

accurst, damned to a life in hell, excommunicated.  

 

Question: People wrote to us saying that your words have become harsher over time. 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: That’s correct, because the situation has become considerably worse. I wish 

that I could talk with a voice like thunder so that the whole world could hear me.  
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Question: What can one do to spread a truthful faith in God? You told us that this insight would 

lead to an enormous promotion of one’s intelligence.    

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: To change an adult generation is nearly impossible. One cannot bend an old 

willow tree. But your adolescents must tread a judicious path, otherwise mankind will lose its way 

to such a degree that it will have to start again from the beginning. But all of you bear the 

responsibility for this path. You must prepare, illuminate and show them the way. Many of you 

will say that it is up to young people to find their own way. This is a grave mistake! Youth can 

never make this decision, because it lacks the maturity of synopsis, well actually foresight. But 

most of you will be part of the coming generation in the future, even though your consciousness of 

past events is temporarily blocked. You might believe that consciousness wasn’t present before 

your terrestrial existence, but this is a fallacy.  

 

Your religions talk about “original sin”, about an “original debt” your teacher CHRIST is 

supposed to have atoned for on your behalf. Nothing has however been atoned for, because this 

“original debt” stems from completely different sins. This has nothing to do with Adam and Eve, 

because these two are pure inventions. Every one of you is however an Adam or an Eve. Every one 

of you has in previous lives co-determined the way things are on Earth these days. Each one of 

you has had a hand in terrestrial mankind’s development, but each one of you has also sinned.  

 

You must understand that you are now engaged in creating the world you will live in in the future, 

the way you helped to create the world you now live in. Your Churches removed this important 

insight in 552A.D for egotistical reasons, even though they knew about it for centuries. This is 

why I direct your attention to this important point again today.  

 
Comment: See protocol “Reincarnation and Karma” and the report “5th Council of Constantinople”. 

 

Question: Would it be possible for you, or another SANTINER, to materialise in order to 

participate at a congress or at a summit meeting? Your words are capable of invalidating all the 

subtlenesses our diplomats can muster and this would demonstrate your superiority.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: To dematerialise within a spaceship is easily possible and it’s an even 

better prospect within a mother-ship. But such dematerialisations outside a flying disk are only 

possible with the help of spiritual energies, ergo only on a spiritual basis. However neither the 

required PROTECTION nor the spiritual energy suffices to participate at a congress. We require a 

very specific atmosphere for this and political or scientific, respectively university auditoriums can 

unfortunately not provide this. We must therefore look for different avenues, even though they 

might not be to your liking. I am aware of how impatient you are. You actually lack the required 

training for mental imperturbability. You also find that these contacts are mainly due to our 

efforts; they are less the result of your endeavours. But whenever we find a suitable medium we 

do endeavour to communicate. You have at least proven your worth. We are therefore grateful to 

you.       

 

An interview 
 

OTHAR SHIIN: Peace throughout the universe! 

 

Contact with ASHTAR SHERAN is unfortunately impossible today. This is OTHAR SHIIN 

speaking. I am authorised to speak on behalf of ASHTAR SHERAN. Please put your questions! 
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Question: We were told about 10 years ago that you would talk to mankind via radio in the near 

future. That kind of thing has unfortunately not happened yet. Can you tell us something about 

this? 

 

OTHAR SHIIN: I admit that such contacts are a rarity. Only a small number of radio amateurs 

were fortunate enough to receive us up to now. We find it difficult to adhere to your signal 

capacities and this is why the broadcasts arrive garbled or not at all. There are however a number 

of radio operators who can dial in on us somewhat better. For instance, we had contact with 

Americans and we were also understood in Australia. Due to the fact that these people were not 

given credence to very little eventuated from this. Mistrust is rampant! Apart from this, governing 

circles are not too keen on having ordinary citizens engaging in such contacts. Governments are 

not willing to expose their dirty linen in public.  

 

Question: Have you tried to calibrate your radio transmission to our frequencies? 

 

OTHAR SHIIN: We utilise a system that has little resemblance to your apparatuses. We therefore 

use a different type of radio wave, even though they are of an electric nature.  

 

Question: Why don’t you use one of our apparatuses? It shouldn’t be too difficult to procure such 

an apparatus.  

 

OTHER SHIIN: It would probably interfere with our whole steeling mechanism. We have to take 

our spaceships into consideration. We therefore cannot risk engaging in radio contact in your 

sense of the word. We utilises radio waves that are well adapted to our spaceship’s systems. Some 

of these signals are picked up by your radio telescopes, but their operators have no idea where 

they could stem from. One rather suspects that their origins are in some far distant worlds.    

  

Question: Do you believe that your radio communication system functions better than ours? 

 

OTHAR SHIIN: The pertinence of our radio communication system is very limited these days, 

because we have developed telepathy amplifiers. With the help of these apparatuses we can bridge 

the greatest distances between stars at the blink of an eye. The “signal” doesn’t fade and there are 

absolutely no static interferences. But your atmosphere considerably interferes with our radio 

installations.  

 

Question: Is it true that television transmissions reached us here on Earth that showed you inside 

your spaceship?  

 

OTHAR SHIIN: I am not prepared to give you any information about this. We try to avoid 

anything that could lead to disharmonies.  

 

Question: Are you aware that so-called hoaxing and lying spirits from the hereafter try with all 

available means to dupe mediums by pretending to be extraterrestrial?  

 

OTHAR SHIIN: Yes, we are very well aware of this, but we are completely powerless against it. 

It is entirely up to you to not be taken in. At any rate, a lot of people have a fairly good idea of 

what’s from us and what’s not. I am pleased that ASHTAR SHERAN had such a good response 

from the people on Earth. He has been well assessed by you and you can really depend on him. He 

is a MESSIAH and this in the truest sense of the word.       
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Question: Atheism rejects a supernatural being, respectively an ingenious CREATOR. The 

universe I supposed to have come into being all by itself. Do you have a meaningful explanation 

for the CREATOR’S existence? 

 

OTHAR SHIIN: Atheism is the result of a very superficial assessment. Order and legislation 

requires conscious planning! There is not one single piece of evidence available that shows that 

order and legislation developed of its own accord. There is however a plethora of circumstantial 

evidence, counting in the billions that indicate that a powerful PLANER is behind all of this. I can 

therefore say without reservation that atheism is the most illogical thing I have ever come across. 

The result of atheism must therefore be mistake after mistake, well actually eventual chaos. The 

world-wide dissemination of this blasphemy, affecting all of politics, verifies your still very 

deficient thought processes.  

 

Your spirit is incapable of influencing your brain to a degree where it can become fully activated. 

Large sections of it lie fallow. You do for instance not have the ability to grasp something 

extremely large or something extremely minute. Let’s take the vibrations of thoughts as an 

example, also consciousness that possesses enormous expansion within the cosmos. The 

proportion between physical vibrations, ergo an electrical brain impulse, and a consciousness 

vibration, a cosmic engram, is comparable to the size of the Earth and a grain of sand. An 

energetic consciousness engram is incredibly minute and still so powerful. 

 

GOD’S COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS existed before physical matter came into being. GOD is a 

universal THOUGHT PROCESS.  

 

Your thought processes do also not suffice to grasp longer or shorter time sequences. Your 

capacity to think is untrained. This condition unfortunately gets increasingly worse, because brain 

cells are poisoned through vices. Eminent inventors and leaders cannot formulate clear thoughts at 

all without smoking a cigarette. They are slaves to a craving for dangerous poisons. Poisons 

determine their decisions. Poisons are also the result of their irresponsibility.  

 

Question: If you, the SANTINER can think superior– and your technology surely verifies this – 

can you explain to us then what electricity actually is? We cannot find a plausible explanation for 

it.  

 

OTHAR SHIIN: What you call “electricity” is an energy volume that is present throughout space 

and it can be captures and divided under certain circumstances. But only fractions bound to 

physical matter are captured. When the divided energy is rejoined, an energetic process takes 

place that emits heat. This question is naturally a quiz, because the question for us is: What words 

can we use to explain this in your language? 

 

Question: Can you tell us the main prevailing reasons that make us engage in wars over again?  

 

OTHAR SHIIN: I would say that we are dealing with brutishness here. Brutishness is dangerous, 

because it is not aware of the consequences and it doesn’t show regards to logic. But when 

ungodly egotism enters the picture, thoughts are only focused on one target, namely the 

destruction of an opponent.         

 

Question: Are we on the wrong track in regards to nuclear research? 
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OTHAR SHIIN: I cannot say that this is so, because all types of research are allowed, even if one 

wanted to explore hell. But the application of these energies must always benefit creation. 

Physical human beings occupy the highest rung on creation’s ladder. This is why man’s wellbeing 

also takes priority. You have not taken this into consideration up to now. Your atom bombs trigger 

energies that affect the magnetic belt around your Terra. Once the equilibrium of this magnetic 

field is disturbed, catastrophes on Earth take place they are an entirely unnecessary side-effect. 

There are of course natural catastrophes that cannot be avoided, but natural catastrophic events 

have taken place recently that were conjured up by you. The consequences of nuclear tests are 

earthquakes, seaquakes, weather calamities, climatic changes, rerouted streams within the oceans’ 

currents, rotational instabilities and a lot more. You have caused a lot mischief! 

 

Question: We find your previous answers very interesting. Do we have time to ask some more 

questions?  

 

OTHAR SHIIN: If I’m allowed to answer them, certainly. We are however not allowed to inform 

you about absolutely everything. We are also sworn to secrecy if your interests are at stake.     

 

Question: It is alleged that the answers given by the world teacher ASHTAR SHERAN are very 

precisely formulated. We did however ascertain that all SANTINER give very precise answers. 

Why is your interest in our Earth so acute? 

 

OTHAR SHIIN: The human races of various planets form a BROTHERHOOD. We would like 

to see an important and large humanity as here on Earth join this BROTHERHOOD. This 

BROTHERHOOD forms a COSMIC COUNCIL all people within the BROTHERHOOD are 

guided by. The COSMIC COUNCIL however condemns terrestrial mankind’s inhuman and 

ungodly behaviourism.  

 

Question: Why don’t we receive pertinent object from you from your planet or objects you 

fashioned yourselves?  

 

OTHAR SHIIN: The actual attitude of your governments towards our existence is unfortunately 

such that all physical evidence would be immediately confiscated and concealed the moment it 

sees the light of day. The general public never gets to hear about it.  

 

There exists a strange difference between the physical matter of our planet and your Earth, 

because the moment we take physical matter from Terra on board, our aggregates are influenced. 

We then experience problems with our steering mechanism, circuitry breakdowns and other 

system failures. This immediately ceases when terrestrial objects are removed from our 

spaceships.  

 

Question: People on Earth are also made of terrestrial physical matter. How do your spaceships 

react when you take a terrestrial human being on board?  

 

OTHER SHIIN: The effect on the spaceship is mainly influenced by objects brought on board or 

by the clothes terrestrial people wear. People themselves only cause minor disturbances. But in 

order to take a terrestrial human being on interstellar journeys, they must first be acclimatised.  

 

Question: One endeavours to ascribe your existence to superstition. What do you plan to do to 

counter this campaign?  
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OTHAR SHIIN: We must promote your understanding for a HYPER-SCIENCE; it includes all 

mystical themes you call “superstitions”.  

 

Contact with ASHTAR SHERAN 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Greetings in the name of God and peace across all frontiers!  

 

We do not have a lot of time at our disposal. Your questions must be objective and precise. I will 

endeavour to bring the truth to this planet. It is in fact only the truth that you lack, because you are 

developed enough to manage to extricate yourselves from the predicament you find yourselves in 

with the help of the truth. We do not want to change things forcefully, because force always makes 

any situation worse.  

 

Question: Can we ask you general questions or would you like us to concentrate on a specific 

theme?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I basically answer any question unless you can answer this question 

yourselves. We have been undertaking the journey to Earth for centuries – via Terra. The main 

reason for these journeys is indoctrination.     

 

Question: Dear friend and brother ASHTAR, can you please tell us whether it is possible to see 

you on a television screen, even if it was only by coincidence?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I know that people fantasise a lot about our existence. We observe this 

quite sedately. I would however advice you to not take this all too serious. The aerial fancies of a 

lot of authors sometimes help to allow the mission to flow. I am however not aware that a 

SANTINER ever appeared in a television screen. There are however a lot of people who are 

clairvoyantly talented enough to visibly see us now and again.  

 

Objection: But many authors publish messages that are supposed to be from you. Doesn’t this 

confuse people?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Oh no, because these dreamers come up with alleged messages that are at 

least positive; they therefore pull in the same direction.  

 

Question: Are planets, respectively, is physical matter actually influenced by the existence of the 

anti-universe? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Yes, that’s correct, because the forces of the anti-universe help to hold the 

cosmos in balance.  

 

Question: Is the fact that your large spaceships omit to land on Earth due them trying to spare the 

planet?   

 

ASHTAR SHERAN:  They can land, for instance land very well on an ocean, but why should 

they act against a schedule?  

 

Objection: This is something we cannot get clear in our head.  
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ASHTAR SHERAN: But why should you? – Wait and see and don’t be too impatient. I cannot 

tell you anymore about this.  

 

Objection: According to what we know, this schedule has been in place for a few thousand years.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: The time concept varies a lot. This can be recognised by the fact that a lot 

of the inhabitants of other planets enjoy completely different life-spans. It says a lot if the 

COSMIC COUNCIL – I use this expression because it just about hits the nail on the head – 

regards Terra a cosmic problem. Various inhabited planets are affiliated with the COSMIC 

COUNCIL. You could also become a member of the COSMIC COUNCIL. All of these 

humanities have their own space travel capabilities. The divine HIERARCHY also has a hand in 

this; one is prone to listen to its advice! 

 

Objection: One is not interested in a “divine HIERARCHY” here on Earth and one is even less 

inclined to accept “advice”.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: I know, even the Churches are against it.  

 

Objection: The time schedule of the SANTINER must surely be amened because of our continuos 

actions.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This is correct, but a forceful deliverance does not yet eradicate EVIL. 

 

Question: Why did one not attempt to bring about this deliverance before? This might have been 

accomplished easier in the past.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This is wrong, because no knowledge about space travel existed in those 

days and no terrestrial human being would have understood the SANTINER – a global panic 

would have ensued. The situation is a lot more favourable these days from a technological point of 

view.  

 

Question: You once told us that deliverance is possible through spiritual reformation!  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Yes, this is our mission. You should at least be appeased by the fact that a 

nuclear world war will not be permitted, because you are being rigorously observed by a SUPER 

RACE.    

 

Question: It doesn’t look like the warring parties in Vietnam or in other places believe that such 

observations takes place. 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: No, certainly not. The military are not informed about extraterrestrial flying 

saucers.  

 

Objection: They should have their attention drawn to this by an extraterrestrial source.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: You can depend on the fact that something or other will happen on a 

continuous basis. The Soviets did not establish a committee to get to the bottom of the UFO 

PHENOMENON for nothing – and they will get to the bottom of it, because we will make sure 

that they do. The situation on Earth quadruples in the negative. You will not be able to extricate 

yourselves from your problems of your own accord.  
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Objection: The SANTINER OTHAR SHIIN told us that he believes that mankind will be able to 

get out of this jam by itself.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: He could never have meant it like that; rather that mankind has to adopt a 

new UNIVERSAL VIEW of the WORLD, that is to say, a secure faith in GOD in order to be able 

to advance its develop on hand of this new orientation.  

 

Question: We already know that your life expectancy is considerably greater than ours. What 

means do you use to extend your life?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: The means are simple; one only has to apply them correctly. All of you are 

in possession of these life-extending means. It is just case of correctly training and applying the 

spirit. The spirit reigns over physical matter and therefore also one’s organism. Some of your 

doctors also ascertained that mental agility prolongs life, but mental agility is something quite 

different from what you understand it to be. When the spirit is enormously animated through 

positive thought processes, it will have an enlivening affect on the whole body. But you are still 

quite some distance away from achieving this. You can at least make a start!    

 

Question: What do you make of physical activities?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: It is imperative, but one should not overdo it. The spirit must however do 

more than the body, because a mental vacuum ages the body very quickly.  

 

Question: It is quite incredible that an important fact such as the existence of your spaceships is 

not accepted in authoritative circles. This would have to affect your valour. Or? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This is not the case. On the contrary, we will stick to our task! Resistance 

cannot be overcome by force, only through common sense and patience.  

 

Question: A television program talked about UFOS. As with all of these reports and 

conversations, Mars and Venus get mentioned, but never planets from another solar system. (In 

any case, none have been discovered so far.) 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Terrestrial human beings cannot conceive the idea of interstellar journeys. 

Your sciences regard such a thing impossible. According to their opinion, such a journey would 

take many years to accomplish – and where would the energy and the food for such a journey 

come from? No surprise than that one is not quite willing to believe our space travel capabilities. 

In addition to this comes the fact that according to the sciences’ view, the other planets of your 

solar system cannot support human life. The latest findings on conditions on Venus verify this 

opinion. Psychology therefore enters the picture and it asserts that these “alleged” extraterrestrial 

spaceships must be a phenomenon of the human imaginativeness, ergo mass-hallucinations. This 

opinion is held by capacities within their field of knowledge. – 

 

All of this is good and proper, it may even seem plausible, but the reality looks different. Your 

sciences are just not acquainted with the probabilities of such journeys. Ignorance bars the way to 

an insight into such an audacious mystery, the like you experience with us.   

 

Question: The Soviet Union, having distanced itself from the UFO problem up to now, will now 

undertake completely new research in order to de-mystify this phenomenon. What do you say to 

this endeavour? 
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ASHTAR SHERAN: The Soviet Union has a communistic philosophy, that is to say, it only 

believes in the terrestrial reality, ergo only in physical matter, only in the things physically 

minded science confirms as correct. The party condemns everything the sciences reject. There are 

therefore neither mysteries nor theistic religions in the Soviet Union. Sociology is their religion 

and it neither contains biblical doctrines nor the divine LEGALITIES we SANTINER handed to 

you on Mount Sinai.  

 

The party regards itself the brain trust of the greatest thinkers of the terrestrial human race. 

Absolute logic avoids the Bible, even though this arrogant logic partially consists of ignorance. 

There is no mystery, no GOD and no Devil, no immortal SOUL, no HEAVEN, no HEREAFTER, 

no ARBITRATION after death, no responsibility, no REINCARNATION, no Christian 

DOCTRINES, no religious philosophy whatsoever for the Soviet leadership, but wholly and solely 

human thought processes based on reason and supported by the sciences.  

 

The Soviet sciences may however not push open the door to the supernatural, because this would 

denote the demise of communism. One is absolutely aware of this. A far greater danger lurks here 

for communism than all the military preparations of the rest of the world. This is why the Soviets 

must reject or debunk all mysteries. Mysteries are the sworn enemies of their Marxists ideas.  

 

Karl Marx rejected all divine ideas. His successors do the same, because they want to be obedient. 

Once a mystery is known, it is no longer a mystery. For the Russians to try to de-mystify UFOS 

means that they want to fathom their secrets. They however believe that UFOS have nothing to do 

with messages or with the workings of a divine WILL. This in particular is the point where 

communists err the most.    

 

I endeavoured to explain the secrets of our stellar and interstellar journeys. The secret is called 

reverse polarisation.  

 

Question: We thank you for these explanations, because we believe that all those that show an 

interest in this problem finally receive convincing evidence, respectively meaningful explanations 

for the enigmatical problem UFOS represent.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Your sciences surmise the existence of a reversely polarised universe. 

Evidence of anti-matter is at hand. But one should not make the mistake of deducing that this anti-

universe is completely different from yours, respectively our universe. Life forms and the 

configuration of matter aren’t different, because everything is created according to the will of the 

incomprehensibly GREAT PLANNER.  

 

GOD is the most ingenious CONSCIOUSNESS and at the same time, the greatest ENERGY within 

the eternal cosmos!  

 

Theology makes a mistake when it believes that human beings are guided and observed by GOD. 

It is a mistake to assume that human beings are taken to face GOD after their demise or that they 

have to appear before GOD’S HIERARCHY. GOD the PLANNER created a lot of 

ORGANIZATIONS with absolute authority within the REALM of the SPIRIT. There are millions 

of spirit entities who represent GOD. One of these agents is JESUS CHRIST, whom we supported 

in the past - and whom we still support.  

 

Do not confuse anti-matter with the hereafter! 
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In hoc salus 
(In this [there is] salvation) 

 

Question: We know that you have been derided and caricaturised in the worst possible way. 

These stupid publications in newspapers and in films helped to negate your mission. We, who are 

in contact with you for many years, deplore this very much.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Our endeavours are not remunerated. We gladly do these things, because 

we are dealing with the fulfilment of a sacred duty on behalf of UNIVERSAL HUMANITY. Our 

messages bring SALVATION. You only have to correctly identify this SALVATION that is 

offered to you.  

 

We would have enough grounds to meet you with great, acrimonious animosity. But we rather feel 

pity for you, because the things that await almost all terrestrial human beings once they have to 

change their sphere of existence, is not all that joyous. The lower spheres of existence within the 

SPIRITUAL REALM are overpopulated. This overpopulation is almost completely due to the 

influx of people from Earth. CHRIST already tried to prevent this. Hell is not situated on Terra, 

but within the SPIRITUAL SPHERES. One does however not believe in this, one talks about 

“bogeymen” or “old wives tales”. We find this dangerous brutishness shocking, because we know 

the truth.  

 
(Comment: Contact with ASHTAR SHERAN – or with any other extraterrestrial for that matter – is very difficult to 

establish. Only experience over many years can make such thorough communications possible. Apart from this, we 

cannot quote the SANTINER. We entirely depend on them. Making contact with the SANTINER requires a self-

sacrifice that has nothing to do with literature.)  

 

Question: The enigmatical appearance and the mysterious behaviourism of extraterrestrial 

spaceships led to fierce arguments. We are pleased about the fact that we now have a better 

explanation for it.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: All the many controversies, for and against, are basically incorrect. None 

of the scientific explanations come anywhere near the truth. But this is not surprising, because 

which branch of the sciences deals with an anti-universe that represents a parallel universe in 

form and in size to ours?  

 

Question: Is it true that your flying objects emit radioactive radiation?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: As we utilise a number of system to propel our ships, we can compensate 

according to each situation, radioactive radiation can be a factor. This is however hardly ever the 

case with small crafts. It is rather a case where energies are released that can scorch the earth if 

they come too close. The energies that can be emitted by our spaceships are so powerful that they 

can put the largest power stations out of action.  

 

Question: Do these energies have anything to do with electricity?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Very little, because we are mainly dealing with magnetic energies that have 

nothing to do with electricity. We are not interested in causing damage. We do not want to cause 

damage on Terra. This is why we always feel sorry when something untoward happens. I would 

like to apologize for any damage we ever caused.  
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Question: Are UFOS taken more serious in the USA than in other countries, for instance in 

Europe?  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Almost all nations show an interest in our spaceships. But not all interested 

parties believe in our contacts, they therefore do not believe our impartations, admonitions, 

indoctrinations and pieces of information. The intellectuals of all nations are mainly interested in 

our technology which seems incredible to them. These inquisitive minds have now something new 

to contemplate, something that will take their breath away. One is more impressed in the USA and 

this is due to the fact that our interests are concentrated on that country.  

 

Question: We admit that even though we have been in contact with you for many years, we found 

it difficult to comprehend your technology. It was impossible to enter your mindset.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This is not all that surprising, because terrestrial man, nor being familiar 

with the rest of the cosmos, only thinks terrestrially. Planet Earth however does not offer 

comparisons. Only once you have learned to think more along cosmic lines will you be able to 

solve many of your problems yourselves.   

 

Objection: We possess our own space travel technology and it already forces us to think 

cosmically.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: This is correct, because you are at the beginning, what one might call “in 

your infancy”. You think cosmically to a limited degree only. This is why you assume that cosmic 

life is to be found in your immediate surrounding, ergo within your solar system. The people on 

Earth must extricate themselves from this idea.           

 

Question: Do you have a rough idea about the size of the universe? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: In order to answer this difficult question I can only say that there are 

billions of milky ways systems like yours and they all have their origin in GOD. You can recognise 

by this how absurd your concept of an ALMIGHTY GOD is.  

 

Question: A dead horse was found in the USA with its head and neck completely devoid of flesh. 

The cadaver didn’t bleed and its inner organs had dissolved into power. One assumed that a UFO 

was the cause of this. This case triggered quite a furore around the world. Can you give us an 

explanation for this? This puzzle remained unsolved up to now.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN: Something like this can easily happen when a human being or an animal 

ends up in the danger zone of one of our spaceships. An organic body can be partially or wholly 

affected the moment a spaceship changes polarity.  

 
 (Exodus 19; 12: Mark a boundary around the mountain that the people must not cross and tell them not 

to go up the mountain or even get near it. If anyone sets foot on it, he is to be put to death.) 

 

Your scientists and UFO experts ought to think rationally for a change, because to acknowledge 

our extraterrestrial existence is more sensible and more plausible. It creates less of a headache than 

false and constrained excuses or distortions. One does not want to make a fool of oneself in the 

eyes of governments or the public and this is why one rejects all ideas that extraterrestrials could 

exist. These people however do not apprehend how stupid their false and idiotic explanations 

make them look. Your sciences and technologies will continue to produce new results. The giant 
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door to enormous, still unexplored fields of knowledge will soon open. Once terrestrial mankind is 

able to gain a glimpse of the unexplored, it will really feel ashamed. There is no way for you to 

avoid this. 

 

PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 
 

Question: Do you believe that enduring peace will ever reign here on Earth in the foreseeable 

future? 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN:  To our dismay, ungodliness and murder reigns on this beautiful planet. 

Permanent peace can never be achieved by force. Wars are the result of a general ignorance in 

regards to the divine PLAN and OPERATION. For as long as terrestrial human beings know 

nothing or not enough about the actual meaning of the terrestrial existence and life under other 

conditions, they will regard inhumanness a necessary evil. Wars are everything else but an event 

guided by the laws of nature. The war in Vietnam is one of the dirtiest and senseless wars ever 

fought.          

 

We do not like to criticise other people and even less so a foreign human race. But we do like to 

show you the way. Do not mock supernatural or extraterrestrial apparitions, but explore them with 

an open mind, without prejudice and without arrogance. Do not denounce inexplicable events as 

superstitions. Do not scorn those that endeavour to think and to act positively. Remove all dogmas 

based on analogies if their origin cannot be verified. Force your religious interpreters to adapt to 

present times and stop them from adhering to old traditions recorded by people that would not fit 

into today’s world. The faith of people from past millennia may not be the faith of a technological 

and scientifically advanced human race. 

 

Epilogue (By H. V. Speer) 

 

The SANTINER brought us divine truths over a number of millennia. Is GOD personally behind 

the help they offer us? This is a subject matter for meditation! – Horst Knaut, a television 

producer of the Süddeutschen Rundfunk asked the leader of the psychic circle, Herbert Victor 

Speer the following question: “You are a protestant and you still go to Church. How does your 

psychic work and your Church correlate with one another?” – Speer: “Our community is not 

atheistic and neither are the Christian Churches. This in itself is an important reason that binds us 

together to perform this work collaboratively.”  

 

If somebody believes that this friendship with otherworldly entities and extraterrestrials is pure 

coincidence, they are mistaken. This mission is a direct assignment from a SUPERNATURAL 

POWER – we can for instance call it the “HOLY SPIRIT”. The leader of the circle, having 

already published many thousands of pages, performed voluntary, preliminary work over many 

years without pay and next to his ordinary job – thereby creating the prerequisites for this 

MISSION. The circle leader was an active member of the Deutschen Evangelischen Kirchentages 

(German Evangelical Church Congress). He placed his services at the disposal of those that look 

after the unemployed and pensioners. He helped to distribute “Charitas” donations overseas. He 

also gave lectures at around 10 community halls of the Evangelical Church on the workings of 

SUPERNATURAL POWERS. He went from house to house, up and down stairs, to help the ill 

and the needy. The above mentioned friendship is the payback for his selfless endeavours on 

behalf of mankind.  
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Menetekel 
 

The monthly journal “Menetekel” is known in circles of experts around the world. It contains all 

spiritual contacts with the WORLD of SPIRIT and reports about the UFO phenomenon as well as 

contacts with extraterrestrial people who visit us in their technically highly developed spaceships. 

This individual brochure of indoctrination has been published for more than 10 years and it is send 

all over the world. It is not printed and disseminated in the usual way, because it distances itself 

from all treatises and dogmas. These educational brochures, representing a concentration of 

psychic revelations and messages, continue to be highly topical and in their uniqueness surpass all 

university knowledge. We are dealing with the objective truth!  

 

Dear readers 
 

Because of our extraordinary booklets and brochures, the major international journals as well as 

television corporations decided to produce reports and television programs. These brochures 

received a specific mention and were shown to millions of viewers. The psychic revelations 

mentioned here, arriving directly from GOD’S SPIRITUAL REALM, are brought to attention at 

highest levels like for instance the Vatican, the Secretary of the United Nations as well as leaders 

of nations and the representatives of Royal Houses. The presentation is modest, but the content is 

enormously informative and precious. If you want clarity in regards to the now no longer 

unknown, very highly evolved brothers and sisters from space who, as GOD’S messengers, are 

situated near Earth in their spaceships (UFOS) built according to GOD’S specifications, ready to 

prevent chaos and the self-destruction of this planet, please study the Menetekel brochures. The 

Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin is a group of researchers within the framework of the Psycho-

scientific Research Community. This circle already carried out over 1,000 séances. The 

psychically received material would be capable of decisively changing our whole philosophy. But 

this naturally requires the full support of all positively thinking people. Those that support this 

movement help GOD’S MESSENGERS who visit us.  

 

The end. 
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